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When a man falls sick and sends for his
doctor, he expects more than the appropriate
treatment for his illness. If this were all he
wanted any physician would be welcome and
we know only too well that doctors are not
entirely interchangeable. Certainly the patient.
expects good treatment, but he wants some-
thing else; encouragement, sympathy and
above all someone in whom he can confide his
fears.

Robert Louis Stevenson was perhaps the
kindest of all authors in his description of the
physician: ' Generosity he has, such as is
possible to those who practise an art, never to
those who drive a trade; discretion, tested by
a hundred secrets; tact, tried in a thousand
embarrassments; and what are more important,
Heraclean cheerfulness and courage. So that he
brings air and cheer into the sick room, and often
enough, though not so often as he wishes, brings
healing.'
We all know the robustly cheerful type of

doctor who bursts into the sick room and
positively laughs our complaints away. Some-
times we are not strong enough for that and
we wish for a gentler creature, who will sit
with patience while we do all the talking. But
it is this fear which makes our patients and also
us send for the doctor; it is an understanding
of those fears which we must have. For even
if the doctor himself is afraid, he must never
let the patient see it and he must remain as
R.L.S. portrayed him, a sort of demi-god on
a pedestal, whose special knowledge and
wisdom is in a class apart. More than three
centuries ago John Donne, as he lay on his
sick bed, saw that his physician feared for
him and Donne's reasoning looses none of its
acuteness, but rather gains through the passage
of time.

Metuit

'I observe. the Physician, with the same
diligence, as hee the disease; I see hee feares,
and I feare with him.: I ovettake him, I
overrun him in his feare, and I go the faster,
because- he makes his pace slow; I feare the
more, because he disguises his fear, and I see
it with the more sharpnesse, because hee
would not have me see it. He knows that his
feare shall not disorder the practise, and exer-
cise of his Art, but he knows that my fear may
disorder the effect and working of his practise.
As the ill affections of the spleene, complicate,
and mingle themselves with every infirmitie of
the body, so doth feare insinuat it self in every
action, or passion of the mind; and as the
wind in the body will counterfet any disease,
and seem the stone, and seem the Gout, so
feare will counterfet any disease of the Mind;
It shall seeme love, a love of having, and it is
but a fear, a jealous, and suspitious feare of
loosing; It shall seem valor in despising, and
undervaluing danger, and it is but feare, in an
overvaluing of opinion, and estimation, and a
feare of loosing that. A man that is not afraid
of a Lion is afraid of a Cat; not afraid of
starving, and yet is afraid of some joynt of
meat at the table, presented to feed hiIn; not
afraid of the sound of Drummes, and Trum-
pets, and Shot, and those, which they seeke to
drowne, the last cries of men, end is afraid of
some particular harmonious instrument; so
much afraid, as that with any of these the
enemy might drive this man, otherwise valiant
enough, out of the field. I know not, what
fear is, nor I know not what it is that I fear
now; I feare not the hastening of my death,
and yet I do fear the increase of the disease;
I should belie Nature if I should.deny that I
feared this, and if I.should say that I feared
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death, I should belye God; My weaknesse is
from Nature, who hath but her Measure, my
strength is from God, who possesses and dis-
tributes infinitely. 'As then cold ayre, is not a
dampe, every shivering is not a stupefaction, so
every feare, is not a fearefulness, every
declination is not a running away, every
debating is not a resolving, every wish, that it
were not thus, is not a murmuring, nor a
dejection though it bee thus; but as my
Physicians fear puts not him from his
practise, neither does mine put me, from
receiving from God, and Man, and my selfe,
spirituall, and civill, and morall assistances,
and consolations.'

Thyrotoxicosis
Every branch of Medicine has become so

specialized to-day that the investigation of any
problem requires the co-ordinated endeavour
of a team of workers in order to produce
results of real value. This is nowhere better
exemplified than in our knowledge of thyro-
toxicosis. The article which appears in this
Journal is written by a physician and an
endocrinologist at the L.C.C. thyroid clinic.
A paper on the Surgery of the-thyroid gland
from the same clinic was published in this
Journal recently.
The most notable advance in the investiga-

tion of thyrotoxicosis in recent years has been
the introduction of thiouracil and its variants,
but it has not been the most valuable advance

in the treatment: rather has it focused
attention on the ultimate value of surgery as
the most satisfactory cure which we have
to-day. When Himsworthl described the
clinical use of thiouracil at the Royal Society
of Medicine in I944 it appeared to be the key
to the problem, but the drug itself is toxic.
Approximately I3 per cent. of all cases show
some adverse reaction2 and by preventing the
uptake of iodine in the gland already stimu-
lated by the anterior pituitary, it leads to
considerable vascularity and swelling. Keynes3
and his colleagues consider the proper use of
thiouracil to be the preparation of the toxic
goitre for surgery. Any surgeon who has
attempted the removal .of a gland so treated is
chary of repeating the process, since it in-
creases the technical difficulties immensely.
Haemorrhage from such a gland is alarming.

Lahey4 has proposed that premedication by
thiouracil should be followed by a course of
iodine in order to make the gland firmer and
less vascular, but thiouracil delays the uptake
of iodine by the thyroid and so the pre-
operative period becomes protracted. The
ideal treatment for thyrotoxicosis still appears
to be surgical so long as the operation is per-
formed by those accustomed to doing it and
this applies to the nursing of the patient as
well as to the actual surgical technique.
Thyrotoxicosis still presents problems which
can only be solved by the researches of a
team of workers.
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